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A New York Post “Summer Must-Read” Pick

Included in Summer Book Guides from Bustle, Oprah.com, PureWow, and
USA TODAY

From New York Times bestselling author of the “twisty-mystery” (Vulture) novel
In a Dark, Dark Wood, comes The Woman in Cabin 10, an equally suspenseful
and haunting novel from Ruth Ware—this time, set at sea.

In this tightly wound, enthralling story reminiscent of Agatha Christie’s works,
Lo Blacklock, a journalist who writes for a travel magazine, has just been given
the assignment of a lifetime: a week on a luxury cruise with only a handful of
cabins. The sky is clear, the waters calm, and the veneered, select guests jovial as
the exclusive cruise ship, the Aurora, begins her voyage in the picturesque North
Sea. At first, Lo’s stay is nothing but pleasant: the cabins are plush, the dinner
parties are sparkling, and the guests are elegant. But as the week wears on, frigid
winds whip the deck, gray skies fall, and Lo witnesses what she can only
describe as a dark and terrifying nightmare: a woman being thrown overboard.
The problem? All passengers remain accounted for—and so, the ship sails on as
if nothing has happened, despite Lo’s desperate attempts to convey that
something (or someone) has gone terribly, terribly wrong…

With surprising twists, spine-tingling turns, and a setting that proves as
uncomfortably claustrophobic as it is eerily beautiful, Ruth Ware offers up
another taut and intense read in The Woman in Cabin 10—one that will leave
even the most sure-footed reader restlessly uneasy long after the last page is
turned.
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From New York Times bestselling author of the “twisty-mystery” (Vulture) novel In a Dark, Dark Wood,
comes The Woman in Cabin 10, an equally suspenseful and haunting novel from Ruth Ware—this time, set
at sea.

In this tightly wound, enthralling story reminiscent of Agatha Christie’s works, Lo Blacklock, a journalist
who writes for a travel magazine, has just been given the assignment of a lifetime: a week on a luxury cruise
with only a handful of cabins. The sky is clear, the waters calm, and the veneered, select guests jovial as the
exclusive cruise ship, the Aurora, begins her voyage in the picturesque North Sea. At first, Lo’s stay is
nothing but pleasant: the cabins are plush, the dinner parties are sparkling, and the guests are elegant. But as
the week wears on, frigid winds whip the deck, gray skies fall, and Lo witnesses what she can only describe
as a dark and terrifying nightmare: a woman being thrown overboard. The problem? All passengers remain
accounted for—and so, the ship sails on as if nothing has happened, despite Lo’s desperate attempts to
convey that something (or someone) has gone terribly, terribly wrong…

With surprising twists, spine-tingling turns, and a setting that proves as uncomfortably claustrophobic as it is
eerily beautiful, Ruth Ware offers up another taut and intense read in The Woman in Cabin 10—one that will
leave even the most sure-footed reader restlessly uneasy long after the last page is turned.
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Editorial Review

Review
“A classic "paranoid woman" story with a modern twist in this tense, claustrophobic mystery...The cast of
characters, their conversations, and the luxurious but confining setting all echo classic Agatha Christie; in
fact, the structure of the mystery itself is an old one: a woman insists murder has occurred,everyone else says
she's crazy. But Lo is no wallflower; she is a strong and determined modern heroine who refuses to doubt the
evidence of her own instincts.” (Kirkus Reviews)

“Ware’s follow-up to her best-selling debut, In a Dark, Dark Wood, is a gripping maritime psychological
thriller that will keep readers spellbound.  The intense final chapters just might induce heart palpitations.”
(Library Journal, Starred Review)

"Ruth Ware is back with her second hair-on-the-back-of-your-neck-tingling tale." (Marie Claire)

"[The Woman in Cabin 10] generate[s] a dark, desperate tension that will appeal to Ware’s and Gillian
Flynn’s many fans. This is the perfect summer read for those seeking a shadowy counter to the sunshine."
(Booklist, Starred Review)

“A fantasy trip aboard a luxury liner turns nightmarish for a young journalist in The Woman in Cabin 10, the
pulse-quickening new novel by Ruth Ware, author of In a Dark, Dark Wood.” (O Magazine)

"[A] snappy thriller set on the high seas… The first chapter will grab your attention, force it against a wall
and hold it there until the end.” (Associated Press)

"Ruth Ware’s The Woman in Cabin 10 is an atmospheric thriller as twisty and tension-filled as her 2015
debut, In a Dark, Dark Wood... The novel’s tone is dark and claustrophobic as Lo continues her search for
the woman even though someone is trying to stop her — maybe even kill her." (The Washington Post)

"If you're a fan of Agatha Christie, get ready to curl up with this suspenseful mystery." (Bustle)

"Haunting and absurdly suspenseful." (PureWow)

"A great modern whodunit!" (New York Post)

“Ruth Ware’s thrilling suspense novel captivates.” (US Weekly)

"The Woman in Cabin 10 bucks the trend of disappointing follow-ups, and is every bit as taut and
provocative as the earlier book." (Independent)

"With a flawed but likeable heroine, and a fast moving plot, it makes for a stylish thriller." (Sunday Mirror)

“A twisted and suspenseful mystery that entangles friendship, identity and memory with a possible
murder…. Subtly tips its hat to authors such as Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers” (Metro)

“With a churning plot worthy of Agatha Christie, and fresh on the heels of her bestselling thriller In a Dark,
Dark Wood, Ruth Ware twists the wire on readers’ nerves once again. “Cabin 10” just may do to cruise
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vacations what “Jaws” did to ocean swimming. You’ll be afraid to go out on the water.”  (StarTribune)

"This beach read thriller has sun, suspense, and goes well with SPF." (TheSkimm)

"Ware does something more than write the next Gone Girl or The Girl on the Train, even if she writes in that
wheelhouse. Ware puts her own stamp on the genre... The Woman in Cabin 10 is good: it’s creepy, it’s
frustrating, and it’s interesting. It brings elements of our current fixations into the realm of the
thriller/mystery in the best possible way." (Electric Literature)

"With a churning plot worthy of Agatha Christie, and fresh on the heels of her bestselling thriller In a Dark,
Dark Wood, Ruth Ware twists the wire on readers’ nerves once again. “Cabin 10” just may do to cruise
vacations what “Jaws” did to ocean swimming." (Minneapolis Star Tribune)

"Ware's propulsive prose keeps readers on the hook and refuses to let anyone off until all has been revealed."
(Shelf Awareness)

Named by the Washington Post as "One of the best mystery books and thrillers of 2016"

"No one does spooky without the supernatural element better than Ruth Ware, and The Woman in Cabin
10 is proof for any who doubt it." (New York Journal of Books)

"Lots of twists and surprises in an old-fashioned mystery." (R.L. Stine Thrillist)

Review
" “A classic" "paranoid woman" story with a modern twist in this tense, claustrophobic mystery...The cast of
characters, their conversations, and the luxurious but confining setting all echo classic Agatha Christie; in
fact, the structure of the mystery itself is an old one: a woman insists murder has occurred,everyone else says
she's crazy. But Lo is no wallflower; she is a strong and determined modern heroine who refuses to doubt the
evidence of her own instincts.”
Publication: Kirkus Reviews

“Ware’s follow-up to her best-selling debut, In a Dark, Dark Wood, is a gripping maritime psychological
thriller that will keep readers spellbound.  The intense final chapters just might induce heart palpitations.”
Publication: Library Journal, Starred Review

"Ruth Ware is back with her second hair-on-the-back-of-your-neck-tingling tale."
Publication: Marie Claire

"[The Woman in Cabin 10] generate[s] a dark, desperate tension that will appeal to Ware’s and Gillian
Flynn’s many fans. This is the perfect summer read for those seeking a shadowy counter to the sunshine."
Publication: Booklist, Starred Review

“A fantasy trip aboard a luxury liner turns nightmarish for a young journalist in The Woman in Cabin 10, the
pulse-quickening new novel by Ruth Ware, author of In a Dark, Dark Wood.”
Publication: O Magazine

"[A] snappy thriller set on the high seas… The first chapter will grab your attention, force it against a wall
and hold it there until the end.”
Publication: Associated Press
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"Ruth Ware’s The Woman in Cabin 10 is an atmospheric thriller as twisty and tension-filled as her 2015
debut, In a Dark, Dark Wood... The novel’s tone is dark and claustrophobic as Lo continues her search for
the woman even though someone is trying to stop her — maybe even kill her."
Publication: The Washington Post

"If you're a fan of Agatha Christie, get ready to curl up with this suspenseful mystery."
Publication: Bustle

"Haunting and absurdly suspenseful."
Publication: PureWow

"A great modern whodunit!"
Publication: New York Post

“Ruth Ware’s thrilling suspense novel captivates.”
Publication: US Weekly

"The Woman in Cabin 10 bucks the trend of disappointing follow-ups, and is every bit as taut and
provocative as the earlier book."
Publication: Independent

"With a flawed but likeable heroine, and a fast moving plot, it makes for a stylish thriller."
Publication: Sunday Mirror

“A twisted and suspenseful mystery that entangles friendship, identity and memory with a possible
murder…. Subtly tips its hat to authors such as Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers”
Publication: Metro

“With a churning plot worthy of Agatha Christie, and fresh on the heels of her bestselling thriller In a Dark,
Dark Wood, Ruth Ware twists the wire on readers’ nerves once again. “Cabin 10” just may do to cruise
vacations what “Jaws” did to ocean swimming. You’ll be afraid to go out on the water.” 
Publication: StarTribune

"This beach read thriller has sun, suspense, and goes well with SPF."
Publication: TheSkimm

"Ware does something more than write the next Gone Girl or The Girl on the Train, even if she writes in that
wheelhouse. Ware puts her own stamp on the genre... The Woman in Cabin 10 is good: it’s creepy, it’s
frustrating, and it’s interesting. It brings elements of our current fixations into the realm of the
thriller/mystery in the best possible way."
Publication: Electric Literature

"With a churning plot worthy of Agatha Christie, and fresh on the heels of her bestselling thriller In a Dark,
Dark Wood, Ruth Ware twists the wire on readers’ nerves once again. “Cabin 10” just may do to cruise
vacations what “Jaws” did to ocean swimming."
Publication: Minneapolis Star Tribune

"Ware's propulsive prose keeps readers on the hook and refuses to let anyone off until all has been revealed."
Publication: Shelf Awareness
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Named by the Washington Post as "One of the best mystery books and thrillers of 2016"

"No one does spooky without the supernatural element better than Ruth Ware, and The Woman in Cabin
10 is proof for any who doubt it."
Publication: New York Journal of Books

"Lots of twists and surprises in an old-fashioned mystery."
Author: R.L. Stine
Publication: Thrillist"

About the Author
Ruth Ware grew up in Sussex, on the south coast of England. After graduating from Manchester University
she moved to Paris, before settling in North London. She has worked as a waitress, a bookseller, a teacher of
English as a foreign language and a press officer, and is the internationally bestselling author of In a Dark,
Dark Wood and The Woman in Cabin 10. She is married with two small children. Visit her at RuthWare.com
or follow her on Twitter @RuthWareWriter.

 

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Ernest Villa:

The event that you get from The Woman in Cabin 10 is the more deep you excavating the information that
hide in the words the more you get thinking about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to be
aware of but The Woman in Cabin 10 giving you excitement feeling of reading. The article writer conveys
their point in specific way that can be understood by anyone who read the item because the author of this
reserve is well-known enough. This kind of book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. It
is therefore easy to understand then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available.
We highly recommend you for having that The Woman in Cabin 10 instantly.

Raymond Harris:

The reason? Because this The Woman in Cabin 10 is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting
for you to snap it but latter it will distress you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book alongside it
was fantastic author who all write the book in such remarkable way makes the content inside easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this any more or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of
benefits than the other book have such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking approach. So
, still want to hesitate having that book? If I had been you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

Eugene Williams:

The Woman in Cabin 10 can be one of your nice books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away
because this reserve has good vocabulary that can increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
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understand, bit entertaining but still delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her effort to
place every word into delight arrangement in writing The Woman in Cabin 10 nevertheless doesn't forget the
main place, giving the reader the hottest along with based confirm resource info that maybe you can be
considered one of it. This great information may drawn you into completely new stage of crucial imagining.

Stanley Rivas:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got college students? We believe that that
issue was given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you
know that little person including reading or as looking at become their hobby. You need to understand that
reading is very important in addition to book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to provide you
knowledge, except your personal teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update regarding something
by book. A substantial number of sorts of books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is
actually The Woman in Cabin 10.
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